PINNACLE AVIATION ACADEMY
Setting the Higher Standard for Flight Training and Aircraft Rental…

Welcome to Pinnacle Aviation Academy! On behalf of our staff, I would like to take this
opportunity to welcome and thank you for choosing Pinnacle Aviation for your flight
training. Our goal is to make all of our students feel at home, while providing quality
flight training and rental in outstanding well maintained aircraft.
In order to acquaint you with Federal Aviation Administration and Pinnacle Aviation
Academy procedures, we invite you to read the following information that will assist you
in proper safety procedures for ground and flight operations.
The steering documents for the procedures outlined in this SOP Manual are from some of
the following sources: FAR’s, AIM, Pilot Information Manuals, Our FAA Approved
Training Course Outlines, and PAA’s Policies and Procedures. We encourage you to
thoroughly read through all the steering documents for this Safety and Standard
Operating Procedure outline
In the event you have any questions during your training, please feel free to ask our staff
or see me at your convenience.

Sincerely,
George W. McJimsey
President
Airline Transport Pilot
FAA Airmen Certification Representative
FAR 141 Pilots
Instructors are REQUIRED!!
 Review Each Page of the SOP with the student
 Both student & instructor must initial each page
 Clip into Right side of student file

FAR 141 Pilots
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Cockpit Resource Management
Cockpit Resource Management (CRM) is the management of all resources available to the pilot in the cockpit. This
includes fellow crewmembers as well as Air Traffic Control (ATC), charts, navigation logs and all flight and navigation
instrumentation. The pilot’s ability to coordinate all these available assets for maximum usage is key to successful flight.
Of all these assets the most difficult to smoothly integrate into the flight is the fellow crewmember. CRM has been
proven to be vital in all flight operations involving more than one crewmember. Training in CRM is common for
military, airline and corporate aircraft flight crews. Little attention has been given to CRM in the general aviation training
environment, which typically has two pilots (instructor and student) at the controls.
Pinnacle Aviation Academy’s objective is to address CRM in the training environment as it is addressed in other aviation
areas.
Setting the typical training scenario, dual flights have a two-pilot crew made up of the Primary crewmember (Certificated
Flight Instructor) and the secondary crew member (Student Pilot). The student pilot may be a pre-solo private curriculum
student and range up to a student preparing for the Multiengine Airline Transport Pilot certificate. In either case the roles
of the primary and secondary crewmember remain the same. Without question, the role of the secondary crewmember
will be less during that crewmember’s initial flight hours.
The following is a list of many of the responsibilities of the primary and secondary pilots in Cockpit Resource
Management.
1.
The first key to crewmember CRM is that actions from both pilots are required to safely operate the aircraft.
2.
The primary pilot serves as the pilot-in-command (PIC) of the aircraft and assumes the absolute responsibility for
the safe flight of the aircraft. The pilot designated as pilot in command will be determined prior to each flight.
3.
It is both pilots’ responsibility to assign, agree and confirm the transfer of controls for operation of the aircraft in
accordance with AC 120-71. Terminology of a control change is as follows:
(“You have the controls”,
“Roger- I have the controls”, “You have the controls”). Additionally, when flying tandem seat aircraft, the
forward pilot shall raise both hands after transferring controls to the other pilot. The aft pilot shall tap the forward
pilot on both shoulders after transferring controls to the other pilot.
4.
The PIC may delegate decision making to the secondary pilot but will monitor his or her actions.
5.
The PIC must always listen to, consider and evaluate any information provided by the secondary pilot regarding
the safe operation of the aircraft.
6.
The secondary pilot is responsible for evaluating all actions and commands of the primary pilot. The evaluations
should include:
a. Does the PIC’s instruction comply with all Federal Aviation Regulations?
b. Does the PIC’s instruction comply with all Aeronautical Information Manual procedures?
c. Does the PIC’s instruction comply with all Standard Operating Procedures at Pinnacle Aviation Academy
7.
In the event the PIC’s actions and commands do not comply with the above items, it is mandatory that the
secondary pilot, advise the PIC that the action or command lacks compliance. The same is required if the pilot
roles are reversed.
8.
The PIC, upon being advised of the lack of compliance by the secondary pilot may either change his/her action or
command or shall advise the secondary pilot that the deviation is necessary for safety of flight.
9.
The secondary pilot shall then assist the PIC in the execution of the stated action.
10.
During two pilot crew operations, a sterile cockpit (no conversation beyond that required for operation or training)
shall be required at the following points of the flight:
a.
VFR: Below 1,500’ AGL or within 10 miles of an airport of intended landing.
b.
IFR: At all times below 3,000’ AGL and on the instrument approach inside the initial approach fix.
11.
All passengers on board the aircraft shall adhere to sterile cockpit procedures.

GROUND SAFETY PROCEDURES
The following are Pinnacle Aviation Academy approved ground safety procedures that shall be used for all operations for
taxi from the tie down space to entering the active runway and for taxi from exiting the active runway to arrival at the tie
down space:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.

19.
20.
21.

Single pilot crew:
If at any time a single pilot becomes disoriented during the taxi process, the pilot shall
verify he/she is not on a runway, stop the aircraft and identify the aircraft location on a chart before proceeding or
contact ground control (if available) for taxi assistance.
Two pilot crew: If at any time a two-pilot crew disagrees with location or procedure during the taxi process, the
pilot operating the controls shall verify he/she is not on a runway, stop the aircraft and identify the aircraft
location on a chart and reach an agreement with the second pilot before proceeding or contact ground control (if
available) for taxi assistance.
Prior to departure from or arrival to any airport, the pilot(s) shall have a current airport diagram onboard the
aircraft and it shall be in a position for easy reference. The diagram may be from an Airport Facility Directory
(the directory does not contain maps of all listed airports and many taxiways and intersections are not labeled), a
Jeppesen Airport Chart, a NOS Airport Chart or various other commercial airport directories.
Preflight planning must include a review of taxi procedures at the departure and arrival airports. Special emphasis
is required regarding expected taxi routes, unique taxiway and runway configurations.
All complex taxi instructions (including runway crossing(s), multiple taxiways or intersection takeoff locations)
must be copied. All taxi instructions must receive a read back to the controller.
Completely scan taxiways in all directions prior to entering an intersection.
Prior to crossing any runway, it is the pilot(s) responsibility to confirm from the copied taxi instructions that
clearance to cross has been received. Pilot(s) shall also visually confirm the runway and both approach ends are
clear prior to crossing.
Crossing of all runways shall be completed in an expeditious manner.
When clearing a runway, confirm the entire aircraft is clear of the runway hold short bars.
Read back all runway “Hold Short” instructions.
Do not accept “Line up and wait” instructions that will leave you on the runway for longer than an estimated 60
seconds. If left in “position and hold” for longer than a reasonable period, question the tower controller
immediately. If the frequency is blocked and communication is not possible, exit the runway immediately if it
can be done safely.
When cleared for takeoff, use the runway number in your read back. This is an important habit to learn for times
operating at multiple runway airports.
When in the “Line up and wait” position during day or night, always know the direction and distance of
approaching traffic for your runway.
For operations at airports when the tower is closed, announce all operations on CTAF, FSS or Unicom frequency.
For operations at non-tower airports, announce all operations on Unicom or FSS frequency.
Prior to taking the runway at a non-tower airport or after normal tower hours at a tower airport, maneuver the
aircraft so that the complete approach path including base and down wing legs can be visually scanned.
Aircraft lighting is an integral part of daytime ground safety. The rotating beacon shall be illuminated for all
ground and flight operations. In the event the aircraft is not equipped with a rotating beacon or in the event it is
placarded inoperative, the white strobe lights may be substituted.
For night operations, the rotating beacon shall be illuminated for all ground and flight operations. In the event the
aircraft is not equipped with a rotating beacon or in the event it is placarded inoperative, the white strobe lights
may be substituted. Additional required lights for night operations include navigational (position) lights and
landing / taxi lights. (The landing light is required to be operable for dual instruction flights.)
During night operations, the maximum available lighting may be used during taxi, provided it does not hinder
operations of other aircraft.
For single pilot crews and instructional flights, do not copy clearances during taxi. All clearances must be copied
prior to taxi or in the runup area.
As Pilot in Command of the aircraft, confirm to yourself, that all ATC ground instructions will permit the safe
operation of your aircraft.

General Aircraft Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

15.
16.

17.

All ground and flight operations shall comply with the mandatory Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) and the
common procedures depicted in the Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM).
Only qualified dispatchers may dispatch airplanes.
Pilots departing for cross country flights are required to complete a dispatchers’ “Cross Country Rental Information
Form” which is available at the front desk.
Anti-collision Lighting. The rotating beacon shall remain in the on position after shutdown and prior to engine
start. This procedure will identify an aircraft as “active” prior to engine start. A “clear prop” call is required prior to
any engine start. The rotating beacon will also indicate if a master switch was inadvertently left in the on position
after shutdown. The rotating beacon shall be used for all ground and flight operations. Strobes shall be used for all
takeoff, flight and landing operations unless they cause a distraction in clouds or fog.
Taxi or landing lights may be used for all daytime or night takeoff and landing operations (except as required for
night training). Additionally, taxi or landing lights may be used near VOR’s, practice area operations, in poor
visibility and in areas where geographical features would channel aircraft into a restricted airspace. When flying in
areas with reduced aircraft activity, turning taxi or landing lights off can save cost. If the aircraft type has both a
taxi and landing light, please use the taxi light for recognition purposes because it offers good aircraft identification
while costing less to replace that a landing light.
During taxi care must be exercised to avoid pedestrians, vehicles and other aircraft. Use special caution when
taxiing out of hangar areas with poor visibility of crossing traffic and at each intersection of taxiways. At
McClellan-Palomar Airport the taxiway has been reduced in width and the runway hold short markings have been
moved to the edge of the taxiway to accommodate the new FAR Part 139 requirements adopted by the airport.
Many transient pilots are not familiar that taxiing through the hold short marking at Palomar Airport will severely
encroach onto the taxiway. Accordingly, each pilot shall use extreme caution when taxiing near intersections A-2,
A-3 and A-4. In order to avoid runway encroachments that could lead to collisions, read back all runway
assignments and all hold short instructions.
Collision avoidance is best maintained by keeping a vigilant lookout for other aircraft. In high wing aircraft, raise
the wing to clear the area prior to making a turn. Low wing aircraft should use extra caution during descents to
avoid descending onto other aircraft. All aircraft shall clear the area with at least two opposite 90-degree turns prior
to entering any training maneuvers. All aircraft shall avoid steep climbs straight ahead. During a climb, the nose of
the aircraft should be lowered momentarily or gentle turns should be made to observe the airspace ahead. In all
cases, divide the traffic scan in 10-degree segments where you pause and look for traffic.
Verify windshields are clean prior to flight to assist in observing airborne traffic. Pinnacle instructors are available
to demonstrate the proper method of cleaning windshields.
Brake checks by both flight crewmembers are required on the ramp at the commencement of taxi.
Taxi speeds on ramps and taxiways shall not exceed the speed of a pilot’s swift walk.
Always lean mixture(s) while in low power settings during ground operations to reduce the occurrence of lead
fouling of the spark plugs.
When positioning your aircraft in run up areas, use precaution to not encroach into the ILS Critical Area Boundary
sign. This is good practice regardless of IFR or VFR conditions.
The full runway length shall be used for all takeoffs unless an intersection departure will leave at least 4,000 feet
remaining. Stop and go operations are not permitted with less than 4,000 feet of runway remaining after the stop.
Touch and go operations are not permitted for student pilots.
When landing, the touchdown point should be in the first third of the runway. If the touchdown point will be after
the mid point of the runway or insufficient remaining runway length is remaining, a go around missed approach is
required.
Landings shall be completed only after a stabilized approach. The approach and landing flare must be normal or a
go around missed approach is required.
After landing touchdown, pilot shall wait until clearing the active runway before initiating any after landing
checklist items. (The only exception is during short field approach and landings; the wing flaps may be identified
and retracted to increase braking effectiveness.)
After clearing active runways, change radio frequency to ground control (unless instructed otherwise) prior to
completing the remainder of the after landing checklist. This will allow ground control to contact you if an
immediate movement is required prior to completion of your after landing checklist items.

18.

19.
20.
21.
22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.
28.

29.
30.

31.
32.

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Pilots shall make complete traffic pattern entries to the midfield downwind from the 45-degree approach angle at
pattern altitude for landings at all non-tower airports unless directed otherwise (AFD or Noise Abatement
Procedures).
At towered airports, if a downwind traffic pattern entry is selected, it shall be made to the midfield downwind
position from the 45-degree approach angle at pattern altitude unless directed otherwise by the tower.
Pilots are reminded to comply with visibility and cloud clearance separations for Class D (towered) and Class E
(non-towered) airports.
Minimum remaining fuel after landing shall not be less than a one-hour reserve. The minimum fuel reserve shall
apply to Day and Night VFR and IFR flights with or without reserve requirements.
Fueling at Self Service Islands. In order to maintain adequate fuel reserves you will find that most self-service
fueling facilities are open 24 hours per day and seven days per week. If you decide to use a self-service facility, you
will need a credit card. (The cost of fuel that you have purchased will be reimbursed to you (taken off or your rental
charge) when you return to Pinnacle Aviation Academy. It is most important that you carefully follow the
instructions at each self-service fuel facility. Generally speaking, the aircraft engine and electrical system must be
shut down. Of course – no smoking near the aircraft. All aircraft must be “grounded” prior to fueling with a cable
located near the fuel pump. This cable must be attached to a metal part of the aircraft such as the nose landing gear
structure. Use a ladder for fueling of high wing aircraft. Be careful to not spill avgas and if it occurs, follow the
instructions at the pump regarding spillage. We recommend that you make a self-service fuel stop on one of your
dual flights so that your instructor may answer any questions that you may have.
Upon completing a flight and returning to Palomar Airport, place the propeller in the 45-degree position if fuel is
required. The line serviceman will know to fuel the aircraft. If ¾ or more of the fuel remains, please place propeller
in the horizontal position. When moving the propeller by hand, ensure the master switch and magnetos are in the
off position. Always move the propeller in the opposite direction of designed operation.
In the event a pilot becomes unsure of his/her location for any reason, the pilot shall immediately contact TRACON
or ARTCC for assistance. Do not wait until fuel is nearly exhausted before asking for help. With more fuel
onboard, there will be more options.
Normal operating checklists shall be utilized for every phase of flight. The checklist may be used in the
challenge/response (to do) manner or it may be used as a verification of accurately completing a flow pattern.
Emergency checklists shall be used to the greatest extent possible in emergency situations.
Pilots shall follow proper radio communication procedures. When communicating on a busy frequency, make your
initial call with the facility name and your call sign. When the ATC facility has time, they will respond. Only make
radio calls after the completion of a two-way communication. Do not barge in the middle of an exchange between
ATC and an aircraft.
Pilots shall follow controller instructions after confirming areas are clear of other aircraft. For VFR operations,
always notify the controller if VFR cloud separation cannot be maintained.
Utilize minimum required braking after landing to avoid skidding of aircraft tires which could lead to your aircraft
becoming disabled on the runway and closing the airport. Damaged tires due to improper braking shall be replaced
at the pilot’s cost.
Tow bars shall be installed and removed from the side of the aircraft nose wheel. Pilots should use care to not
encroach into the propeller arc while installing or removing the tow bar.
Leave the master switch and aircraft lights off when pushing an aircraft back to the tie down spot at night. Do not
handle the propeller area with the master switch on. Place a flashlight near the tail tie down connection aimed
toward the aircraft to provide assistance in positioning the aircraft at night.
Upon leaving the aircraft, verify the master switch is in the off position. An easy verification is to determine there
is no upscale indication on the fuel quantity indicators.
Prior to leaving an aircraft verify all seatbelts are fastened across the seats and the gust lock is secure. (Some
aircraft do not have gust locks per factory design.) In that case the controls may be secured by utilizing one seatbelt
around the controls.
Upon leaving an aircraft, verify that all doors are locked. This includes the passenger door and baggage door if
applicable.
Verify the transponder is set to 1200 after completion of your flight.
Pets are not to be carried in Pinnacle Aviation Academy aircraft without prior approval.
No flights may be made to Mexico, Canada or other international locations.
With the exception of emergency procedures, all aircraft are prohibited from landing on unpaved runway airports.
(Insurance company requirement)

38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

43.

No smoking is permitted within 50 feet of Pinnacle Aviation Academy aircraft.
Please do not consume food or beverages inside aircraft. Water onboard for consumption is recommended.
Checkout flights are required for Catalina Island and Big Bear. Other high altitude or mountainous destinations are
approved after a Big Bear checkout.
Pilots may not fly aircraft from an instructor seat unless training has been provided by a Pinnacle Aviation
Academy instructor and an entry of such training has been made in the customer file.
All takeoffs and landings for student pilots (prior to completion of the Private Pilot Certificate) shall be to a full stop
with a taxi back for takeoff if the lesson requires additional practice. (No touch and go operations are permitted for
student pilots while receiving dual instruction or while on solo flights.)
For pilots with a credit card listed or funds on account, flight before or after office hours is
approved. Aircraft books may be obtained or returned before or after office hours to the lock box on the flight line
outside the training center. The code for the lock box changes each month. It is a four-digit code made up of the
month and the year. (The code for June 2009 would be 0609.)

Standard Operating Procedures – Retractable Gear Aircraft
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

During preflight inspection, ensure the gear handle is in the down position prior to turning the master switch on.
Landing gear shall not be retracted on takeoff until insufficient runway remains for landing. This applies to short
field takeoffs.
Upon selection of gear up, the pilot should insure that the gear up sequence has been completed. (Typically, by
verifying a reduced load on the aircraft load meter.)
Touch and go operations are not permitted in retractable gear aircraft.
On full traffic pattern entries, the landing gear shall be extended no later than downwind and midfield.
On straight in approaches (towered airports only) the landing gear shall be extended no later than 1,000 feet above
ground level (AGL).
When executing precision approaches, the landing gear shall be extended no later than glideslope intercept.
When executing non-precision approaches, the landing gear shall be extended no later than the final approach fix.
After selecting landing gear down, the pilot should keep one hand near the gear handle / lights until a complete gear
down indication is observed.
If on an instructional flight or with a second pilot / passenger, the second person should confirm the landing gear is
in the down position.
Upon crossing the middle marker, approach lights or short final, the pilot should confirm the landing gear is in the
down position. Confirmation should also be obtained if a second person is onboard.
After landing and clear of the runway, all controls shall be identified prior to actuation.

Standard Operating Procedures – Multiengine Aircraft
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

All training maneuvers and Practical Test Standards tasks shall only be performed when the safety of maneuver or
PTS task is fully considered.
Simulation of engine failures below 1,000 feet AGL may only be executed by a reduction in one throttle. No
engine shutdown is permitted.
Simulation of engine failures below 4,000 feet AGL and above 1,000 feet AGL may only be executed by
reduction in one throttle or movement of one mixture control to the idle cutoff position. When the student verifies
the engine failure with the correct throttle movement to idle, the instructor shall return the mixture control to rich.
During the simulation, the engine may be set to zero thrust. No engine shutdown is permitted.
Simulation of engine failures above 4,000 feet AGL may be executed by reduction in one throttle, movement of
one mixture control to the idle cutoff position or movement of one fuel selector to the off position. In the event an
engine shutdown is planned, the procedure shall be completed within gliding distance of a suitable airport so that
the failure of the remaining engine would allow a no engine landing on the predetermined runway.
When simulation of a single engine landing is required, the procedure must be executed by the reduction in one
throttle followed by power set to zero thrust after the student identifies the failed engine and calls for simulated
feather.

6.
7.

8.
9.

During the single engine landing procedure, wing flaps shall be set to approach flaps or full flaps. Zero flap
landings with one engine in simulated feather typically extend the touchdown point.
Landing gear extension during a simulated single engine landing shall occur at the same places they would
occur when operation with two engines. Refer to the landing gear extension locations and altitudes described in
“Standard Operating Procedures – Retractable Gear Aircraft.”
Shortfield takeoff procedures in the Piper Seminole shall utilize zero flaps only. The optional one or two notch flap
settings will allow the aircraft to become airborne prior to reaching Vmc airspeed and is not permitted.
The “basics” in flight operations must be considered when practicing emergency procedures in multiengine training.
Do not get distracted with the simulated emergency procedure and forget basic flight operations and collision
avoidance.

DISPATCH AND RE-DISPATCH PROCEDURES
The following items are instructions for our friendly dispatchers. We thought it would be a good idea to let all of
our students and renters know the procedures we have asked our dispatchers to follow in order to assist in safety
and insurance policy requirements at Pinnacle Aviation Academy. As a student or renter, please remember to
provide updated information to our dispatchers so that your file will be in top shape!

As soon as possible after scheduling for Solo/Rental Flights:
1. Verify the following renter’s information in the computer file:
a. Copy of pilot certificate on file (for renter pilots)
b. Copy of medical certificate is on file and is current.
c. Verify Flight Review or 90 Day Solo Endorsement is still current (for student pilots)
d. Verify the pilot meets the insurance requirements of flying with PAA with in the past 6months (simple single
engine aircraft) or 3 months (high-performance and complex aircraft).
2. Verify the student pilot has been approved by their flight instructor to pre-flight their aircraft alone.
3. Verify the pilot has been approved by a flight instructor to solo in the aircraft type.
4. No re-dispatch is permitted from an unplanned landing without student’s instructor authorization or authorization of
the Chief or Assistant Chief Instructor.

When the Student or Renter Arrives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Verify the person picking up the aircraft rental book is in fact the student or renter.
Re-verify the airports of intended landing if flight is overnight (No student pilots).
If weather is below special VFR, verify the renter has an instrument rating and current IPC.
Re-confirm no open squawks are on the aircraft.
From time to time, management or flight instructor staff may decide to “ground” all aircraft for the day or for a period
of time due to inclement weather. This will usually be due to visibilities below IFR approach minimums, heavy rain
with thunderstorm activity, a low freezing level, severe turbulence, wind shear or strong gusty surface winds.
a. In the event this occurs, you must attempt to contact each effected student and
renter
as soon as possible.

Contents of PAA Aircraft Rental Books:
Front of each book contains copies of aircraft check lists (Glass check lists are maintained in the aircraft due to their size)
and Keys.
Section 1 – Flight Training Procedures
 PAA Flight Training Procedures (if a training aircraft)
 GPS quick reference guides (if aircraft equipped)
Section 2 – Rental and Insurance Documents
 Insurance Documents
 PAA Rental Agreement

Section 3 – Maintenance Records and Reports
 PAA Maintenance Procedure & Quality Control Outline
 VOR Check Log
 Copy of Aircraft Weight and Balance (original kept in aircraft)
 Aircraft Inspection Status Report
 Aircraft Return to Service Statement from last inspection (logbook statement)
Section 4 – Blank Discrepancy Sheets
 Blank sheets for pilots to report maintenance discrepancies (squawks)
Section 5 – Copies of Discrepancies which have been Returned to Service
 Maintenance discrepancies are maintained in each aircraft rental book for a period of at least one full month. So
that pilots can check to ensure their squawked item was repaired and what was done to return the aircraft to
service.

DISPATCH WEATHER CRITERIA
The following are school weather minimums for dispatch of aircraft to student pilots working on a Private Pilot
Certificate. Due to student proficiency and stage of instruction, the student’s instructor may impose more restrictive
weather minima for certain students by listing such on the instructor’s solo flight approval form in the student’s logbook.
Prior to dispatch, the student’s solo endorsement by the instructor must be reviewed if current or forecast weather is near
the following minimums:
Local Flights – Student Pilots
1. Minimum ceiling 2,000’ AGL
2. Minimum visibility 5 NM.
3. Maximum winds 20 KTS.
4. Maximum crosswind component 5 KTS or 50% of the maximum demonstrated crosswind component
for the aircraft, whichever is less.
5. The forecast must indicate that weather minimums will not exceed the above criteria for at least one
hour after the student’s schedule return.
6. Flight must be scheduled to return at least 15 minutes prior to official sunset.
a.

Cross-Country Flights – Student Pilots
1. Minimum ceiling 6,000’ AGL. (Along the route of flight)
2. Minimum visibility 7 NM. (Along the route of flight)
3. Maximum winds 20 KTS. (At all airports in flight plan)
4. Maximum crosswind component 5 KTS or 50% of the maximum demonstrated crosswind component
for the aircraft, whichever is less. (At all airports in flight plan)
5. The forecast must indicate that weather minimums will not exceed the above criteria for at least one
hour after the student’s scheduled return.
6. Flight must be scheduled to return at least 30 minutes prior to official sunset.
b.

c.

Dispatch Criteria - Dual Flights
1. Weather conditions must be sufficient to allow an instrument approach for a return to the airport.

MAINTENANCE INSPECTIONS
Pinnacle Aviation Academy sets a high standard for aircraft maintenance. Our Maintenance
Coordinator routinely schedules required maintenance and required inspections. At each 100-hour inspection, a report is
printed showing maintenance due dates and due times of each required maintenance item. The reports are maintained in
the back of each aircraft rental book, easily accessible for renter pilots to view. Copies of Maintenance records are
maintained in Section 3 and copies of Returned to Service Maintenance Discrepancies are maintained in Section 5.
PAA’s maintenance is contracted through Leading Edge Aviation, inc.

CORROSION PREVENTION PROGRAM
The purpose of our Corrosion Prevention Program is to develop a standardized procedure for Pinnacle Aviation Academy
and our maintenance provider, LEA to satisfy the requirements of FAR 43.13 (b).
Specific emphasis is in the area of aircraft corrosion. Our aircraft are based in a moderate corrosion zone that mandates
more focus on corrosion than operators in non-marine environments.
Accordingly, adherence to the following basic steps will lead to a substantially improved corrosion abatement status of
our FAR 141 aircraft.
 Aircraft are to be washed prior to the corrosion inspection procedure.
 A&P – IA’s shall inspect for cracks, security condition and corrosion.
 Areas that are prone to corrosion shall receive a CPC application after corrective work has been completed.
 When appropriate, post wash lubrication shall be provided.
 Emphasis shall be placed on A&P-IA training with reference to AC 43-4A.

AIRCRAFT DISCREPANCIES AND MAINTENANCE SIGN OFFS
In the event an aircraft discrepancy is determined by a pilot or instructor, verify it is clearly described in the aircraft
Discrepancy (squawk) sheet in section 4 of the aircraft rental book. If an aircraft has a maintenance discrepancy, our front
office dispatcher immediately downs the aircraft until the maintenance coordinator can assess the squawk. The detailed
PAA Maintenance Procedure and the PIC Decision-Making sequence / Quality Control outline is available in section 3 of
each aircraft rental book.
The maintenance coordinator will coordinate the repair and return to service. It is Pinnacle’s policy not to dispatch any
aircraft unless it has been returned to service in accordance with FAR 91.213 section d. We also follow the guidance of
AC 91-67 and ensure that 91.205 is in compliance. Please note that the required equipment list outlined in 91.231 (d) ii is
easily found in the PIM for the aircraft. (Example C152 PIM 6-13). The equipment list clearly delineates any required
equipment when the Type Certificate Data Sheet was issued by notating an R in the legend, please refer to the PIM for
details.




All pilots should be familiar with AC 91-67, paying close attention to Chapter 2.
All pilots should be familiar with 91.205 and 91.213.
All pilots should be familiar with the equipment list for the type of aircraft, the equipment list is in each aircraft
PIM.

The procedure that Pinnacle Aviation Academy follows when a pilot submits a maintenance squawk for review is as
follows:
1. The Front Office Dispatcher immediately downs the aircraft. The squawk must be in writing and provided to the
dispatcher on the Aircraft Discrepancy Sheet for enhanced clarity, communication and follow up. No
verbal discrepancies will be accepted.
2. The Maintenance Coordinator on duty reviews the squawk and coordinates the corrective action needed.
3. Once the Return to Service entry has been made in either the aircraft log book or on the Aircraft Discrepancy
Sheet – only the maintenance coordinator on duty will release the aircraft for rental.
4. Copies of past Aircraft Discrepancy Sheets which have been Returned to Service are filed in section 5 of each
aircraft rental book for the Pilot in Command to view for the period of one month. Closed Aircraft Discrepancy
Sheets that are older than one month are maintained on file and are considered part of the aircraft logs.
We suggest you use the full FAA Pilot Decision Making Sequence outline for Quality Control of Aircraft Maintenance
Discrepancies located in our PAA Maintenance Procedure outline in Section 3 of each aircraft rental book. The general
procedure that Pinnacle Aviation Academy follows when a pilot or the Maintenance Coordinator troubleshoots the
maintenance discrepancy and determines that it is not required equipment is as follows:

1. Per AC 91-67, the PIC can defer, if appropriate, a maintenance discrepancy if the item is preventative
maintenance as outlined in FAR 43 Appendix A (c). A certificated pilot can accomplish deactivation involving
routine pilot tasks
2. The Pilot in Command must make sure they are familiar with PAA’s maintenance procedure as well as the FAA
regulations outlined above and the required equipment for the aircraft.
3. Per AC 91-67, the PIC must follow the Pilot Decision Making Sequence fully before deciding to operate the
aircraft. The full FAA Pilot Decision Making Sequence is located in our PAA Maintenance Procedure Hand out.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF PAA TEAM MEMBERS
Each team member has a complete job description, which lists their full roles and responsibilities. A general outline of
each position is as follows:
Dispatch is responsible for customer service, scheduling clients and dispatching out aircraft. The dispatch procedure is
defined on page 13.
Line Service is responsible for cleaning aircraft interiors and exterior touch up including oiling aircraft and washing
windows.
Instructor Pilots are responsible for providing flight, simulator and ground instruction in accordance with Pinnacle
Aviation Academy and FAA regulations and procedures. Maintain instruction records and ensure that course standards,
training requirements and objectives are met by each student in each flight course.
Maintenance Coordinators are responsible for scheduling routine inspections, updating reports, updating FBO manager
program and coordinating the scheduling and repair of Maintenance Discrepancies. Maintenance coordinators ensure
compliance with 145.213 and 145.219.
Office Managers are responsible for customer service, accounts receivables and management of Dispatch, Line Service
and Office Maintenance. Manage facilities and front office reception. The goal of this position is to organize and
coordinate office operations and procedures to ensure organizational effectiveness and efficiency. Also, the Office
Managers can be certifying officials for VA benefits, Designated School Officials for SEVIS, LaserGrade Testing
Administrators and Enrollment coordinators.
Chief Instructor is responsible for managing the Training Department, mentoring Instructor Pilots and ensuring the
Training Department meets all Pinnacle Aviation Academy and FAA regulations and procedures. Monitoring Part 61 and
141 records and ensure the records are kept in accordance with FAA and PAA regulations and policies. Also, providing
flight, simulator and ground instruction in accordance with FAA and PAA policies and regulations. Prepare schedules,
maintain records and ensure that course standards, training requirements and objectives are met by each student in each
flight course.
General Manager is responsible for Flight School Operations, Rental Operations, Pilot Supply Operations, LaserGrade
Testing Operations, Aircraft Maintenance Coordination and all other Business Operations. As well as ensuring Pinnacle
Aviation Academy is in compliance with ICE/SEVIS, TSA, FAA, VA and BPPE (State of California) regulations. Also,
liaison for Western Flight operations, Airport Management and Tower operations. In addition, Manages the payroll
processing and employee benefit programs. Primary Designated School Official for SEVIS, LaserGrade Testing
Administrator and Managing Certifying Official for VA.
Chief Financial Officer is responsible for all accounts payable and receivables and manages the workers compensation
program.
President and ACR is responsible for issuing Part 141 graduate certificates and ensuring Pinnacle Aviation Academy’s
high standards for Flight Training. Maintenance and Aircraft Rental are being met by all team members.

President

Chief Financial
Officer

Vice President
General Manager

Chief Instructor

Check Instructors

Office Managers

Front Office
Dispatchers

Line
Service/Janitorial

Instructor Pilots

SIMULATED EMERGENCY LANDINGS
Student pilots may not practice emergency landings without an instructor on board. All instructors are reminded to review
FAR Part 91.119 (a) (b) and (c) regarding minimum safe altitudes. When selecting an area for simulated emergency
landings, verify that an actual emergency landing can be made without undue hazard to persons or property on the surface
in the event of actual engine failure. In no event may a simulated emergency landing to an off-airport location be
conducted to an altitude of less than 500’ agl. Simulated emergency landings to touchdown may be made from an airport
traffic pattern provided the traffic at a non-tower airport if traffic permits or the procedure is approved by ATC at a tower
airport. In such simulated emergency landings from the traffic pattern, verify the simulated power failure is at a point
where the student can reasonably make a power off landing with his or her current skills and experience.

INCIDENT OR ACCIDENT
In the event of an incident or accident, contact management immediately. For PAA’s insurance coverage, please refer to
our rental agreement. Management shall notify the appropriate parties if an accident occurs, some of these parties are:
 NTSB
 FAA
 PAA’s insurance company
Management will handle all communications with all parties involved. The parties involved may include: The PIC,
Airport managers, property owners, FAA inspectors, Insurance Agents and NTSB inspectors.
Refer all news media representatives to management. Only PAA’s President is authorized to speak to the media.

APPROVED STUDENT PILOT AIRPORTS:
The approved Private Pilot Airports are divided into the following categories:
Airports within 25 nautical mile radius from CRQ
Airports over 25 and less than 50 nautical mile radius from CRQ
Airports over 50 and less than 100 nautical mile radius from CRQ
Airports over 100 nautical mile radius from CRQ
Each airport shall be listed by the identifier, the airport names the airport city, the distance from CRQ and the instrument
approaches available if any.
Note: The following airports are approved for dual instruction only.
Fallbrook Airport (L18)
John Wayne Airport (SNA)
No private pilot student operations are permitted unless an emergency condition exists.

PRIVATE PILOT CERTIFICATION COURSE
Airports within 25 nautical mile radius from CRQ
AIRPORT NAME

AIRPORT ID

Palomar
Oceanside
Fallbrook
Montgomery
Ramona
Gillespie

CRQ
OKB
L18
MYF
RNM
SEE

AIRPORT CITY
Carlsbad
Oceanside
Fallbrook
San Diego
Ramona
San Diego

NM

APPROACHES

0
7
12
18
20
23

ILS, VOR, GPS-A
VOR, GPS-A, GPS-6
VFR only
ILS, NDB
VOR-DME, GPS-A, GPS-9
LOC-D

Airports over 25 and less than 50 nautical mile radius from CRQ
AIRPORT NAME

AIRPORT ID

AIRPORT CITY

French Valley
Brown
Hemet Ryan
John Wayne

F70
SDM
HMT
SNA

Murrieta
San Diego
Hemet
Santa Ana

Borrego Valley
Riverside

L08
RAL

Borrego
Riverside

NM

28
35
38
44
GPS-1L
48
49
GPS-9

APPROACHES
VFR
VOR, GPS-A, GPS-8L
NDB, GPS-A, GPS-5
ILS, LOC-BC, LDA NDB,
VFR
ILS, VOR, GPS-A, GPS-B,

PRIVATE PILOT CERTIFICATION COURSE
Airports over 50 and less than 100 nautical mile radius from CRQ
AIRPORT NAME

AIRPORT ID

Banning
Chino
Fullerton

BNG
CNO
FUL

Palm Springs
San Bernardino SBD
Long Beach
Brackett
Thermal

PSP

AIRPORT CITY

NM

APPROACHES

Banning
Chino
Fullerton

52
52
56

LGB
POM
TRM

Palm Springs
San Bernardino
Long Beach
La Verne
Palm Springs

57
58
64
64
64

VFR
ILS,VOR-B,NDB-C
LOC, VOR, GPS-A,
GPS-24
VOR-DME, GPS-30
ILS, NDB-6
ILS, VOR, NDB
ILS, VOR, GPS-A
VOR-DME, VOR, GPS-30,

Zamperini
El Monte

TOA
EMT

Torrance
El Monte

67
68

Santa Monica
Imperial
Twenty-Nine Palms

SMO
IPL
TNP

Santa Monica
Imperial
Twenty-Nine Palms

79
88
97

GPS-A
ILS, VOR, GPS-11L
VOR, VOR-DME-B,
GPS-A, NDB-C
VOR, GPS-A
VOR-A
VOR, GPS-26

PRIVATE PILOT CERTIFICATION COURSE
Airports over 100 nautical mile radius from CRQ
AIRPORT NAME

AIRPORT ID

AIRPORT CITY

Camarillo
CMA
Camarillo
108
Oxnard
OXN
Oxnard
Blythe
BLI
Blythe
Santa Barbara
SBA
Santa Barbara
Yuma
YUM
Yuma
Needles
EED
Needles
Bakersfield
BFL
Bakersfield
Santa Maria
San Luis Obispo
North Las Vegas

SMX
SBP
VGT

Santa Maria
San Luis Obispo
Las Vegas

NM

APPROACHES

VOR, GPS-26
114
ILS, VOR-DME-7,VOR-25
132
VOR-DME-26, VOR-A
145
ILS, VOR, GPS-25
151
ILS, VOR-DME-17, VOR
165
VOR-A
175
ILS, VOR, VOR-A,
NDB-30R, GPS-30R
200
ILS, LOC-DME/BC, VOR
225
ILS, VOR, GPS-A
250
GPS-12, GPS-30

PRIMARY PRACTICE AREAS:
Pinnacle Aviation Academy, Inc. has designated six primary practice areas, however, each instructor may provide flight
instruction outside the designated practice areas as long as such instruction does not violate
any applicable Federal
Air Regulations or other flight school procedures. The six primary practice areas are as follows:
AREA NUMBER
1
2
3
4
5

AREA NAME
Offshore High (5.5k to 8.5k)
Offshore Midlevel (3.5k to 4.5k)
Valley Center
Temecula
East of Escondido

Example of Aircraft Discrepancy Sheet:
Blank Discrepancy Sheets can be found in Section 4 of each Aircraft Rental Book.

Example of Aircraft Inspection Status Report:
This report as well as others can be found in Section 3 of each Aircraft Rental Book.

PROOF OF ISSUE

As a pilot of Pinnacle Aviation Academy aircraft, I certify the following:


I have received a copy of the Pinnacle Aviation Academy Dispatch, Safety and Standard Operating
Procedures (Version 2.0)



I have read and understand the current Procedures.



In the interest of safety, during normal ground and flight operations, I will follow the Safety, Dispatch and
Standard Operating Procedures while flying Pinnacle Aviation Academy aircraft.

________________________________
Pilot Name (Please Print)

________________________________
Pilot Signature

___________________
Date

